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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

OUT-OF-STATE COMPANIES IN INTERNATIONAL TRADE TAKING NOTICE OF MIAMI FREE ZONE
Doral, FL- April 22, 2016 – As Miami continues to grow as a global city and Florida becomes the third most
populous state in the U.S., out-of-state businesses are taking notice, and companies moving into the region
seeking for a strategic location for international business, are looking towards Miami Free Zone as an integrated
solution for all aspects of trade. Miami Free Zone’s unique concept integrates an international business center
atmosphere inclusive of perks such as logistics resources, networking events, conference facilities, and affordable
spaces, to its turnkey FTZ (Foreign Trade Zone) solution - a very attractive proposition for anyone involved in
international trade.
During the first quarter of 2016, Miami Free Zone welcomed an impressive twelve new companies to its facilities,
out of which four come from out-of-state:


Relocating from New York (NY), Delta Enterprise USA distributes mobile phones and accessories
globally. Delta is part of the Vishal Group family, a major South Asian Trading House. In addition to its
new Miami headquarters, Delta also has offices and retail locations in California, New York, and
Delaware.



Headquartered in Frankfort (IL), Integrity Trade Services is a national staffing service provider with
multiple locations in Illinois, Indiana, Texas and now Florida.



Headquartered in Chicago (IL), True Value Company, is one of the world’s largest retailer-owned
wholesale hardware cooperatives with gross billings of over $2 billion and revenue of $1.5 billion in 2014.
The cooperative includes approximately 4,500 retailer locations worldwide operating under the store
identities of True Value, Grand Rental Station, Taylor Rental, Party Central, Home & Garden Showplace
and Induserve Supply.



And a wholesale distributor of electronics relocating from Akron (OH).

As a regional epicenter for international trade, Miami Free Zone has played a leading role in promoting trade and
commerce in South Florida for over 36 years. Today, visitors and businesses from out of state also get to
experience Miami Free Zone through its international business center atmosphere and specialized offerings for
international trade.
For more information or a directory listing please visit www.miamifreezone.com
Press kit and hi-res images available at: http://www.miamifreezone.com/media/press-kit.html
###
About Miami Free Zone
Miami Free Zone brings a unique concept to the industry by incorporating an international business center
atmosphere around its turnkey Foreign Trade Zone (FTZ) solution. Looking for a strategic distribution hub, high
security, convenient business resources, or a wholesale marketplace? Miami Free Zone is the ideal location. At
the Zone, visitors can find an array of services including a U.S. Customs office, logistics providers, trade
promotion agencies, business consultants, and over 60 annual trade-related events. The Zone’s office and
showroom spaces provide businesses of all sizes and industries with an opportunity to operate from a regional
epicenter for international trade, 24/7 security, ample free parking, pleasant common areas, modern conference
rooms, and more. For more information, please visit www.miamifreezone.com or call (305) 591-4300.
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